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Friday 11th August 2023 
 

PRESIDENT’S PEN 
 
It was great to catch up with some old friends and watch the All Blacks last weekend, well the 2nd half was 
great to watch anyway. We need to use our fabulous resource which is the clubrooms more often so if 
anyone ever has an idea to put it to use, please let us know. The course is looking fantastic, as long as the 
weather plays nice, we will be in great shape for the weekends Dunlop Insurance 27 Hole Classic and 18 Hole 
Open. The draw for the day will feature near the end so you can see who is playing along with all those 
supporting the tournament as sponsors. We have prizes worth over $5000 across both events which we 
would not be able to do without sponsor support. It’s not too late to enter, as long as you’re an early bird, 
speak to Robert about that. Also, if you just want to come down and support us by helping, we will never say 
no, once again just let Robert know. Good luck to those teeing off this weekend. 

Clive Porter 
 
THANKYOU – ROUGH HABITS 
 

It goes without saying that the support of sponsors is invaluable and 
without them supporting us the costs to operate the club at this 
level would need to be passed on to members. The Executive 
Members of Te Ngutu Golf Club would like to acknowledge and 
thank Rough Habits for their continued support. Weather your 
looking to dine in, or unwind after a busy week, be sure to check out 
Rough Habits. Great Food, Great Atmosphere! Be sure to thank 

them as well 😊  
 
LADIES CLUB CAPTAIN UPDATE 
 
Well, we started off in great form on Tuesday. The sun was shining with hardly a breath of wind. "Nec 
minute", it rained then stopped then rained then stopped and then really rained. Some of the greens flooded 
so that sorted our golf for the day. It was great to see some ladies turn up despite the rain being a pest. Good 
luck to everyone playing in the Dunlop Insurance Tournament this Saturday and especially to Debbie, Kaye-
Maree and Gareth who are playing 27 holes in the hope to qualify for the Taranaki Team - Good Golfing 
Ladies. There are a couple of tables still available for the 26th Dinner and Dance if you and your friends feel 
like a knee’s up and great hospitality. Contact Rob asap. Next week is the Winter Trophy competition to 
continue play or come and enjoy 18 for practice. We could run a haggle if there are enough players- see on 
the day. Good Golfing one and all 

Lynne Newell 
 

COURSE UPDATE – THANKYOU 
 
A big thanks from Ben and Todd to all the volunteers that turned up Wednesday to help with the working 
bee. We really will be putting out best foot forward tomorrow! 

Mark Cleaver & Ben Board 
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MENS CLUB CAPTAINS UPDATE 
 
Last week was the first of two rounds for the Malcom 
Memorial Tray, check out the top 10 to the right. The 2nd round 
is planned for Saturday 19th August. This Saturday the course 
is closed for the Dunlop Insurance Event. It won’t be until 
around 3pm when the last of the 27-hole groups tee off for 
their last 9 will the course open again. The men’s strokeplay 
championship will start Saturday 26th August, with the next 3 
rounds being the 9th, 16th and 23rd of September. Remember 
this is a best 3 out of 4 to count. 

Malcolm Memorial Tray – TOP 10 

 
 

Matt Kelbrick 
GOLF SHOP UPDATE WITH THE GOLF ZONE 
 

HAGGLE RESULTS Kuka Ropiha was too good on Saturday taking out 
the haggle on a countback from Stephen White, It 
was a tight tussle at the top with only 3 shots 
separating the top 10. Results are below. Reece 
Furness was on form, picking up closest to the pins 
on both holes for the day. Brian Walsh picked up 
the only 2 of the day on the 11th.  The jackpot was 
not struck last week and now sits at $102. The 
eclectic is now through 5 weeks with the top 19 
listed below. The pool now sits at $244.  

Eclectic Top 19 – After 5 Rounds 

 
 
100 CLUB SURVEY – TOURNAMENT FORMAT 
 
The tournament format survey went out to 100 club members last week. Just for some clarity for members. 

- This is a survey only and nothing will be binding based on this survey, we are just wanting to gauge 
members thoughts on the topic. 

- If the mass start format was favourable based on the survey, then more time and further 
communication on how it would work would be provided before any final decisions are made. Early 
thoughts are that it would be groups of 5 and it goes without saying it would be slower than a normal 
round of golf. 

1 Kuka ROPIHA 70

2 Stephen White 70

3 Michael JONES 71

4 Anthony GRAY 71

5 James PARKER 72

6 Ricky TITO 72

7 Clive PORTER 73

8 Thomas O'CONNOR 73

9 DAMIAN PINDER 73

10 Graeme MCGREGOR 74

1 Kuka ROPIHA 70

2 Stephen White 70

3 Michael JONES 71

4 Anthony GRAY 71

5 James PARKER 72

6 Ricky TITO 72

7 Clive PORTER 73

8 Thomas O'CONNOR 73

9 DAMIAN PINDER 73

10 Rob HANSEN 73



DUNLOP INSURANCE TEE TIMES / DRAW 
 

 
 
THANKS TO OUR DUNLOP INSURANCE TOURNAMENT SPONSORS  
 

  

   

MUDGEWAY 
DECORATORS 

 



 


